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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES 

. There are no other related appeals. 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT! 

The district court recognized its subject matter jurisdiction based on a federal 

question: 28 U.S.C. § 1331. Requirements under the removal statute 28 U.S.C. § 

144 7 ( c) requires objections from non-moving party based on defect other than 

lack of subject matter jurisdiction within 30 days, and no defects are in the record 

as required by § 144 7 ( c ), and waiver applies to Bedford and Pace. 2 <See 

objections of Helen Nowlin, Entry 72, page 1 & 2> Notice of Removal was filed 

on Jun 14, 2018, and complete on Jul 14, 2018. Magistrate West issued on Jun 27, 

2018, set up (initial) conference call for Aug 30, 2018 and (initial) status reports to 

be filed by Aug 24, 2018. <Mandatory Judicial Notice entry 111, Exhibit B, page 

3, and D, page 4> No telephonic conference was ever held based on the record 

<Entry 111, page 3; Motion to alter for added context, Entry 104, page 2; verified 

Motion, entry #157 renews entry #136, page 1 and 2> "State courts have no 

jurisdiction over allotment ownership disputes" Felix Cohen§ 16.03 (3)(c) 5th Ed 

<Defendant's Response Entry #170, page 1> For Article III standing to be 

established, the record that was before the District Court lays out the federal 

1 Mary Nowlin was not able to gain access to the PacerMonitor, despite trying placing numerous objections in the 
record. See Defendant's Motion for Mandatory Judicial Notice <Mandatory Notice, Entry 111, page 4, pariff 15; . 
Mary Nowlin piecing the record together from the typical one or two postings printable off the public view of the 
Pacer ECF system for purposes of preparing appeal. <e.g. Objections of Mary Nowlin, Entry 63, page 5, pariff 20> 
2 Webb v The Billy Madison Show, 20-5052 (10th Cir 2020) cited for the holding on interpreting§ 1447 (c); 
Declaration of Mary Nowlin re: prose testimony Motion to Dismiss citing FRCP 43 (c) and 56 (c)(4), page 2. 

1 
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statutes governing Indian interest and title to property, and do not procure Bedford 

and Pace any legal rights <Motion 60b; entry 229, pg 6-7> The statutes secure 

legal rights and title only in Susan Brown, original allottee (Chickasaw #2828) and 

her heir and beneficial title successor, Mary Nowlin. Bedford and Pace are non

Indians, having burden of proof under 25 U.S.C. §194; a necessary analysis that 

the District Court wholly avoided< Lujan; Motion rule 60, entry 229, with 

particularity page 4 & 5> District Court didn't require evidence of "concrete and 

particularized" injury fairly traceable to Mary Nowlin. It is required to determine if 

Bedford and Pace, not in privy with the federal government or Mary, have a 

recognizable claim under federal statutes <See Hill v Warsewa No 19-1025, 9 (10th 

Cir Jan 2020) Any injury of Bedford and Pace is attributable to third parties who 

passed the subject property illegally and without authority; and a matter in twice 

entered Rule 19 motions. 3 Mary Nowlin was forced to file numerous objections. 

Fact that Mary procedurally filed sufficient legal documents to provide effective 

notice of trespass in Marshall County, Okla to protect legal rights identified in 

federal statute is not proof of concrete harm by itself, and doesn't satisfy the 

requirements of Article III standing.4 <Response, Entry #215, page 3-4, pariff #3, 

4,5,6, 7> For example, in Bedford and Pace's Petition to Quiet Title, on page 2, 

'"injury may not result from some third party not before the court" quoting Simon v E. Ky Welfare Rights Org, 426 
U.S. 26, 42 (1976). District Court failed to act TWICE to add necessary parties subject to Rule 19 motions and 
harmed Mary Nowlin and ignored her motion to add First American Title Co. after its surprise appearance. "M 
Nowlin re-allege and re-aver her two motions for mandatory joinder." Entry #211, page3 pa riff #12. 
4 Motion Rule 60, entry #229, page 2-3; Objections to Order #210 denying Nowlin's Suppression at Entry #214. 

2 
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pariff 6, states in part: "[t]he Defendant Mary Nowlin, filed a document titled." 

Then later, in pariff 9 states: "The document referred to in paragraph 6 above has 

caused a cloud on the title to the Plaintiff's land. "5 Having no proof of standing and 

unable to produce the pertinent evidence <See Motion Entry #211, page 2 and 

Motion for Sanctions Entry #217, page 3>, is conduct of a willful nature and abuse 

of judicial process. <Entry #215, page 4, P 9/FN 3> 

A finaljudgement6 for purposes ofFRCP 54 (a) was rendered on October 

29, 2020; denial of Mary Nowlin's request for Relief from district court orders -

March 10, 2020 and October 20, 2020 under FRCP 60 (b) combined relief 

requested includes subsections (3), (4) and (6), also denied on October 29, 2020. 

Mary Nowlin timely filed her Notice of Pro Se Appeal; accepted on November 23, 

2020. 28 U.S.C. § 1291 applies as to appeal rights. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

Parameters are set by Mary Nowlin for appeal: 

1. Given the significant implications as to standards of law reinforced in McGirt7, 

in application of statutes and treaties, Supreme Court found federal authority is 

exclusive in all matters involving Indian title and property, and only acts of 

s In pariff 10, Bedford and Pace incorrectly identify the Affidavit of Legal Heirs {as their Exhibit Bin their petition} as 
belonging to Mary Nowlin when in fact, it is Helen Nowlin's Affidavit and serving as effective Notice of Helen 
Nowlin's interest in the subject property, along with her UCC-1 financing statement as their exhibit C. 
6 Questions remain as to the finality aspect. Court avoided adding necessary parties {title company even by 
motion}; didn't go to the merits and refused to resolve the matter of Bedford/Pace standing. 
7 McGirt v Oklahoma No 18-9526 (July 09, 2020} 

3 
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Congress can diminish or disestablish Indian property rights. Does Mary Nowlin as 

affirmed heir inherit the same guarantees to legal and beneficial title that the terms 

of the federal trust8 provided her Chickasaw ancestor, Susan Brown at the time the 

federal government granted the original allotment patent?9 

2. Does enforcement of relevant federal statutes and treaties (particularly, 25 

U.S.C. §§348, §9 of Act of May 27, 190810 and 43 CPR 2561.3) as Mary Nowlin 

petitions the Appellate Court to do, with no evidence the district court analyzed or 

acted on, as sources and standards of restrictions on alienability and protection of 

inheritance determine standing regarding the subject Indian property?'' Second 

part, does Section 9 of May 27, 1908 state the homestead in the hands of Susan 

Brown, allottee prior to her death was inalienable by reason of restrictions imposed 

by Congress, and having no evidence in the record the Secretary of Interior 

consented, 25 U.S.C. § 348 states violation of restrictions resulted in null and void 

title (to non-Indians)? 12 

3. If# 1 and #2 are true, then did the district court by failing to apply the federal 

statutes abuse its discretion <"commission of procedural error, in pertinent part, by 

8 <Defendant's Memorandum to the Court summary of claim, entry 110, page 2, FN #2> 
9 Since McGirt, at least one Okla state court has affirmed that Mary Nowlin's interests in subject allotted property 
still exists as land set aside for the Chickasaw. <Motion under FRCP 59 and 60 with Objections and Discussion, 
entry 229, page 3; See Brief Entry 82, page 6 discussing the intention behind issuing the patent to the Chickasaw. 
10 Reiterated in Defendant's Reply Entry 172, FN 3 
11 Motions to Dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint are twice in the record (1st time entry #40); Mary Nowlin was entitled to 
Default Judgement 
12 Beneficial title holder in succession, Mary Nowlin "is entitled to invoke the equity jurisdiction of its courts for the 
purpose of enforcing these restrictions." Citing Heckman v U.S. in J.S. Mullen and W.B. Jansen v. U.S. 224 U. S. 413. 
<See brief entry 82, page 13, subsection II; see brief entry 110, page 4, first full paragraph> 

4 
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"failing to calculate, consider, or adequately explain" and error of law is manifest 

abuse of discretion" United States v. Sanchez-Leon, 764 F.3d 1248, 1262 (10th Cir. 

2014)>? It is argued that an error of law is also defined as not applying the correct 

standard of law. District Court had the opportunity to address the threshold issue of 

non-Indians' standing TWICE and ignored it (an issue obvious from the filing of 

Bedford and Pace -infra page 6). 13 Secondly, since Bedford and Pace lack legal 

standing in the subject Indian property as non-Indians, was it abuse of discretion 

for the district court to "decree" diminishment or disestablishment its character14 

and nature of the subject property as Chickasaw "in-reservation" and as property 

still in restricted fee status when the district court is not acting on Congressional 

authority or statutes to decide its March 10, 2020, 10-20 and 10-29 "final" 

judgement? 

4. Was it abuse of discretion for the district court in its 10-20-20 order to dismiss 

appellant's counterclaims with prejudice without applying the federal statutory 

framework as it relates to no standing in non-Indians as it relates to the five 

Ehrenhaus factors? 

5. Was it abuse of discretion to deny the ( 4) Mandatory Notices under Rule 201 

( c )(2) without doing the analysis 15 as required under the rule and reverse any 

13 Motion for Protective Order, Entry #191 FN 1 and Entry #193, page 2; Motion rule 60, entry 229, page 5 
"standing determined at time complaint brought" ..... 
14 "Actions taken outside the judge's judicial capacity and actions taken in complete absence of all jurisdiction," 
Stein, 520 F.3d 1183, 1195 (10th Cir 2008) quoting Mireles v Waco (502 U.S. 9, 9-10 (1992) cited in Response with 
Discussion of Mary Nowlin entry #215, FN #2, page 3. 

5 
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material prejudices against Mary Nowlin? <See ( 4) Mandatory Notices of Judicial 

Notices entry #109, 111, 113 ,120; See Notice under Advisement by Defendant 

Mary Nowlin, entry #136 page 1; Notice to the Court Entry 125, page 1 &2. 

Secondly. was it abuse of discretion and violation of Rule 201 ( e) did the district 

court violate Rule 201 ( e) in minute order # 114 by wrapping those ( 4) mandatory 

notices into a meeting the district court scheduled for 02-11 when Plaintiffs' never 

petitioned to be heard as the plain reading of Rule 201 ( e) requires, rendering the 

02-11 and 03-05 meetings (interconnected - cross referenced) void? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This appeal requires a simple application of federal statutes and lesser degree 

treaties. District court was supplied controlling case law and facts, including facts 

from Bedford and Pace as plead in their complaint. "The legal effect of the 

documents referred (or incorporated) in the complaint is to be determined by the 

documents' terms, not the allegations of the pleader." <see Defendant's Motion for 

Protective Order and Stay of all Discovery; Entry #191, page 1, FN 1> Bedford 

and Pace plead facts that provide sufficient notice to the district court the subject 

matter is in property still in restricted Indian status, 16 and are stated by Bedford and 

15 Order# 128 denied plethora of otherwise valid Motions over the "meeting" the district court set up without 
reasonable accommodation; without doing the Rule 201 analysis (more material prejudice} and ample objections 
regarding the same matters throughout the month of February, 2020 in response by Mary Nowlin. 
16 A beneficiary of a trust has a co-equal right as would a trustee to enforce the terms of the trust against third 
parties. See Defendant's brief on subject matter entry 82, page 2 (under 4th case in list}. 
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Pace to be the ultimate reasons to file their complaint <see Complaint; Objections 

to Order #192 I 201/205, page 2)> 

Just based on Mary Nowlin's twice filed status report(s), the federal statutory 

law and relevant facts are clearly presented in the record. From District Court's 

analysis in Murphy v. Sirmons, 497 F. Supp. 2d 1257, (E.D. Okla. 2007) provides 

proof that the court understood its focus should have been on circumstances 

surrounding the original "transfer" of the subject property to non-Indians under the 

federal statutory framework <Notice, Entry #125, page 2, para 8; infra page 24> 

The District Court failed to apply the federal statutes as it relates to Nowlin Indian 

non-extinguished interests in the original allotment and property of Mary Nowlin's 

ancestor, and therefore, failed to apply the correct standard of law <Objections, 

entry #214, pages 2 and 3, particularity on pariff 8>. In fact, the district court didn't 

require Bedford and Pace to even respond to the federal statutes or address how 

federal statutes impact the analysis of the facts, despite the holding in Mc Girt and 

contrary to clear Congressional intentions involving Indian title and property. 11 

"Pacewicz has no intention to address federal authority over Indian property 

(because Plaintiffs' DOC 7 4 page 4 lists the primary evidence of deeds in support 

of their claim) offering a type of "royal bird" to federal authority." < response to 

17 If the subject property at issue didn't retain its Indian status, the district court would not have retained the 
property and dismissed the case immediately (as ordinarily real property is a state issue unless it is property under 
federal jurisdiction!). The district court stated in March 05 meeting, it independently researched subject matter 
and had to retain it. Since the important issue of standing was not addressed by the District Court, it can be 
extensively discussed on appeal. 

7 
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Motion #213, page 2; Motion to suppress, Entry #208; Motion Entry #211> 

Bedford and Pace states in part: Mary Nowlin is asserting we have to have title to 

quiet title. 18 If the case involved property under state jurisdiction, then they might 

not have to address title. When it involves Indian property, they do. <Motion 

Protection Entry #191, page 1; Objections #195; three Motions for Protection 

actually, Declaration #202> 

Defendant in her Motion for Dismissal (DOC 156) set forth many ways in 

the record why she was forced to object and to say the same thing in different ways 

<Reply to Plaintiffs' response #160, page 4> Bedford and Pace were allowed by 

the District Court to inadequately assert something about title through deeds. Mary 

Nowlin asked (3) times for discovery protection <by reference Declaration #202, 

page 6> Bedford and Pace reliance on deeds as sole evidence - seem to imply that 

a state issued document is superior "somehow" to the issued allotment patent and 

valid conveyance instrument under federal statutes. In fact, for purposes of fee into 

trust process under the Department of Interior, title evidence is the allotment patent 

as a conveyance instrument in the name of the original allottee and having priority 

by virtue of federal statutes (page 12); and in cases when an abstract of title is 

unavailable, a copy of a recorded document through which the owner's interest 

was acquired, under sworn statement stating 1) how the owner acquired interest, 

18 <DOC #168, page 5> 

8 
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Fee Status (Fee-to-Trust Handbook)> 19 Supra FN 5 Exhibits filed with complaint 

contain those facts and are themselves recorded documents. 

Mary Nowlin is beneficial heir and knew her right to title is unextinguished 

and ongoing because violation of federal inalienability law over the subject 

property at issue renders the first attempt to convey her Indian property rights void 

( once void title, all title is void, collapsing and conferring the rights of the federal 

trust back to the rightful beneficial and legal title holder - vested in the affirmed 

heir, Mary Nowlin). <per statute infra page 10 and Brief on the Merits, Entry# 110, 

page 4>20 "[t]hat a private land sale of Indian land not consented to by the 

sovereign gave the purchaser no valid title against the sovereign," Cohen, at 47 

ID., the Supreme Court explained the possessory right of occupancy held by the 

Indians in Johnson v M'lntosh. 21 In this regard, the exclusive 25 year period when 

the federal government retained legal title to the subject property at issue is more 

like the analysis in Johnson. It means that acts of fraud22 were actually illegal acts 

against the "rights of the sovereign" and considered to be less against the 

19 

https ://www. b ia. gov/ sites/b ia. gov /fi I es/assets/pub I ic/ raca/ha nd book/pdf /Acquisition_ of_ Tit I e _to_ Land_ Held _in_ F 
ee_or_Restricted_Fee_Status_50_O1MT.pdf 

20[1]and at issue was in the possession of the Cherokee Indians. Recognizing the sovereignty of the Cherokee 
Nation and its relationship with the United States established through treaties, the Court held that Georgia coulq 
not exercise jurisdiction over activities occurring on Indian land, citing Worcestor v Georgia in Pueblo of Jemenz No 
13-2181 (10th Cir 2015) <Worcestor cited in entry 82, page 4; Cited in Defendant's Motion In Li mine> Ultimately, 
10th cir found that Pueblo water rights were not extinguished by Spain. <United States v Abouselman No 18-2164 
(Sep 29, 2020). 
21 Cited in Pueblo of Jemez v U.S. no 13-2182 (10 th Cir 2015) <cited in Motion to Suppress, page 5, FN 10, relating 
to 25 USC §194> 
22 "What rights the Indians had were not determined or limited," citing United States v Winans, 198 US 371 (1905) 
in Defendant's Motion for Protective Order, entry #191, FN 11, 
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against the "rights of the sovereign" and considered to be less against the 

individual Indian. 23 <See Heckman v US. 224 U.S. 413 (1912) -pp 437-438; third 

party analysis Hill, No. 19-1025 (10th Cir 2020) > 25 C.F.R. §151.2 defines land in 

restricted status as: "land the title to which is held by an individual Indian or tribe 

and which can only be alienated or encumbered by the owner with the approval of 

the Secretary because of limitations." 

Approval of the Secretary is a non-negotiable issue, placed throughout the 

record and embodied in statutes such as 25 U.S.C. § 348, reads in part: 

"and if any conveyance shall be made of the land set apart and allotted as 

herein provided, or any contract made touch the same, before the time above 

mentioned, (within the 25 year period) such conveyance or contract shall be 

absolutely null and void." The 25 year moratorium against Indian property sales 

didn't end until April 26, 1931 - demanding consent of the Secretary of Interior 

<Entry #202, page 6, P 16> 

The analysis under Mullen v US., No. 404 (April 15, 1912) is the same as 

required in this appeal: "while under the Choctaw and Chickasaw agreement the 

allotment was to be made in the name of the deceased member, and 'descend to his 

heirs.' (Mullen, 224 U.S. 448, 456)24 Governor Anoatubby states, "We will also 

22 "What rights the Indians had were not determined or limited," citing United States v Winans, 198 US 371 (1905) 
in Defendant's Motion for Protective Order, entry #191, FN 11, 
23 Common law rights cannot be extinguished without consent and/ or by proper authority. 

10 
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stand to preserve justice and oppose those who would abuse our treaties in a 

cynical effort to avoid justice." Chickasaw Times Vol. IV., No. 9 page 1. Mary 

Nowlin affirms the stance of Governor Anoatubby in bringing this appeal. 

Acts to illegally dispossess Indians weren't then and not now legal 

conveyances for any purpose under any Act of Congress; the federal statutes 

control the analysis on appeal <Reply to Plaintiff's Entry #186, pages 1 and 2 

(particular emphasis on FNs 2 and 4 on page 2)>25 Justice Thomas opined in 

McGirt, "The State of Oklahoma deserves more respect under our Constitution's 

federal system" than we give it today."26 As the Supreme Court noted, Oklahoma is 

not the only State that has overstepped its authority in Indian country" See page 23 

in McGirt. From the inception of statehood, Okla has not acted to deserve respect 

because it didn't respect federal authority. 

"The land allotted is for the sole use and benefit of the Indian to whom 

allotted or in case of his/her decease, to his (her) heirs." <admitted by party 

opponent; See Defendant's Exhibit B; Entry #219> The pertinent part of§ 9 of 

Act of May 27, 1908 reproduced from the record in <Defendant's Motion for 

Sanctions; entry #217, page 3, pariff 8: reads in part: 

"Provided further, that if any member of the Five Civilized Tribes of one - half or 
more Indian blood shall die leaving issue surviving, born since March fourth 

24 This agreement between the Choctaw and Chickasaw was ratified by the U.S. Senate making it the "law of the 
land." 
25 A point well documented in the books of Angie Debo and more recently Claudio Saunt, Unworthy Republic 
26 Rogers County Board of Tax Roll v Video Gaming Tech No 19-1298 (Oct 19, 2020). 

11 
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nineteen hundred and six, the homestead of such deceased allottee shall remain 
inalienable, unless restrictions against alienation are removed therefrom by the 

Secretary of Interior ... " 

FACTS IN THE RECORD: Subject property at issue is restricted 40 acre 

designated homestead in Susan Brown's possession at the time of her death, 

February 27, 1928 (full blood Chickasaw Roll #2828) and first transfer to non

Indians occurred in 1930 without consent of the Secretary of Interior (during the 25 

year Trust period). My father, Raymond Nowlin a minor and orphan when his 

Mother died, and as a member of protected class himself as reiterated in the 

"[s]tigler Act of 1947 states: no conveyance is valid acquired before or after the 

enactment of this Act at the time of an Indian heir of ½ or more blood if at the time 

was acquired it was restricted."< Exceptions of Mary Nowlin to Judge White's 

order ( entry 7 8) at entry 81, page 2> 27 

Trespassers and third parties against the Indian title like Bedford and Pace 

never acquired good title, 28 because it is encumbered by non-extinguished Indian 

interest and vested federal government title, to which Mary Nowlin has sole legal 

27 Subject to Prior admissions of adverse party opponent, plus as based on the authority of the district court of 
Marshall County to conduct heirship determinations of Five Civilized tribes issued this finding during March 2011 
that (Raymond Nowlin was the sole heir to Susan Brown Nowlin and since, she retained the homestead in 
restricted status was a part of intention under Section 9 (as a priori evidence) that the homestead could not be 
sold by virtue of Congressional imposed restrictions. The only thing the District Court of Marshall County could do 
in 1930 under Sect 1 of the Act of Jun 14, 1918 was to determine heirship, not transfer the property. Under Section 
1, "for the (purpose) of determination of heirship in closing up the estates of deceased Five Tribes' persons, shall 
be conclusive of said question." 
2• See Objections, Entry 72, page 3, paragraph 4, quoting Act of May 27, 1908 35 Stat. 312, Section 5. 
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rights because no evidence was presented the Secretary of Interior consented in 

1930 to transfer Indian property to non-Indians. 29 

Numerous cases in Mary Nowlin's Brief on the Merits (entry 110) 

demonstrate Supreme Court's willingness to invalidate illegal transfers of Indian 

property, particularly when the illegal acts occurred during the 25 year exclusive 

Trust period as is the case now on appeal. Other controlling case law establishes 

Indians have a right to common law accounting for trespass for specific amount in 

loss of income or rent; FMV purchase (or enjoin trespass and ejectment) and 

reasonable litigation expenses < Defendant's Reply to DOC 160; Entry 164, page 2 

and 3, pariffs 4-8> Mary Nowlin isn't asking for the property back, albeit certainly 

within her right. Equitable arm of the district court was triggered when Bedford 

and Pace plead facts to establish the subject property at issue is Indian property 

belonging to Mary Nowlin's ancestor (i.e. identifying information of the subject 

property in complaint, includes full legal land description, allotment patent and 

patent number #24746) plus sufficient information is in the record to draw a 

reasonable inference that the Indian property was illegally converted in violation of 

sovereign's rights and subsequent federal statutes <Defendant's Motion for 

Judgement FRCP 12 (c), page 2, pariff 4> It is equitable in nature, to be made 

whole in value of the stolen property and FMV of the property, including the 

29 Federal government's legal title didn't merge with any subsequent "deed" because what the government doesn't 
consent, it is not bound< Heckman See Brief on Subject Matter, Entry 82, page 7, associated with FN 11. 
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mineral estate separated without authority in 1940) and for trespass, compensatory 

for loss of rents and income off the land. <Brief, entry # 110, page 5)> 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

At no time did Mary Nowlin intentionally violate a district court order. <see 

infra reference to DOC 160, entry 164, FN 5/ pariffs 4 and 8; Objections and 

exceptions, Entry 98, page 4, para 11> Neither is there an act of Congress in the 

record that diminishes Mary Nowlin's Indian title rights,30 and knows of no such 

act to exist. Bedford and Pace failed to discuss the federal statutes, and clearly state 

in their (first and second) status reports, a sole reliance on deeds as evidence of 

title <Bedford/ Pace Joint Status Report, page 4 entry 74> and refused to provide 

title details <Infra citation to Entry 164, page 1 > 

They failed to prosecute their unsupported claim of quiet title in the record 

because the district court didn't uphold various statutes, including 25 U.S.C. § 194 

(that places the burden of proof on the non-Indian when the property is in non

extinguished Indian status). STANDING IS A THRESHOLD ISSUE that deserved 

the district court to be expressly on the record <Defendant's Motion for Sanctions, 

Entry #217, top of page 2> 

Bedford and Pace identify their alleged deeds are encumbered by facts of 

Nowlin Indian title <Bedford and Pace complaint with attachments; Objections 

3° Choctaw Nation v Okla 397 US 620 (1970) stands for the guarantee restrictions ran with the land and bound the 
heirs. See Heckman. Therefore, the restrictions bind third parties. Congressional authority is in Art. I, §8; Art. VI, cl. 
2 
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with Discussion entry #214, page 1> It is good news that where the district court 

failed to address these facts and statutes, the appellate court "may affirm on any 

ground" supported by the record. See Rimbert v Eli Lilly & Co., 647 F.3dl247, 

1256 (10th Cir. 2011). 

The district court took in rem jurisdiction over the subject real property at 

issue, and consequently recognized the real property at issue is federal in nature 

<private discussions between Pacewicz and the district court on 03-05-20, starting 

lines 10-14 from the top of page 9> and evidence of which is retention of the 

matter for over two years <verified objections for entry regarding order March 20, 

201931
, page 3> District court is not Congress, and Mary Nowlin has no knowledge 

that Congress is in Muskogee, Oklahoma. Mary Nowlin established two facts 

sufficient to prevail under her Summary Judgement FRCP 56/LCvR 56.1 motion: 

1) Nowlin Indian land is designated Indian land (no evidence is in the record to the 

contrary); and 2) the illegal acts against federal authority and sovereignty occurred 

during the exclusive 25 year Trust period (in which legal title was vested in the 

federal government) <verified objections regarding order March 20, 2019 page 2 & 

3> 

31 Renewed objections to the district court's order on 3-20-19 entry #63, page 1 & 2.additionally for leaving 
Magistrate West's order striking of Mary Nowlin's motions otherwise eligible for default judgement (Notice to the 
Court asking for certification during 12-2018) intact based on a false narrative Plaintiffs instituted and the district 
court unwillingness to implement the analysis under Motions for Mandatory Judicial notice of the record, the false 
narrative was used to sidetrack the real issues, such as standing. 
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By incorporating Mary Nowlin's counter claim into their pleadings, Bedford 

and Pace doomed their fact driven complaint to dismissaP2
, and the district court 

abused its discretion by not dismissing their complaint. 33 In Order entry 60, dated 

July 22, 2019, District court suggested the dismissal of Bedford and Pace's 

complaint was imminent by suggesting there was a need for "possible amendment 

of pleadings". It would seem dismissal was inevitable after the district court issued 

Order 76 requesting briefs from both sides on its subject matter ( over the property 

at issue) <Mary Nowlin's brief at Entry 82 and affidavit at entry 83> There are 

NO state-based arguments or defenses to AMEND the pleadings and don't apply. 

<Table of Authorities, Brief, Entry # 110, pg 4 - 8> Rather than make the decision 

based on the merits regarding motions for Dismissal and mandatory joinder of 

parties, the district court creates a fictitious need for a hearing Mary Nowlin 

couldn't attend. The district court deceptively claimed it was necessary based on 

"need to have Mary Nowlin there to explain her claim". <Verified Motion to 

Amend, Entry #129; minute order 96 and 97; Objections with Discussion Entry 

#98, pages 2 and 3> Under the District Court's analysis in Murphy v Sirmons 

(2007; over-turned on appeal; infra page 24 for Sirmons quote) leaves no doubt, 

32 There can be no adverse possession against restricted allotments, for the proposition that if validity of the fee 
patent issued by the U.S. government can be successfully attacked, the entire U.S. title system is in jeopardy." 809 
F.2d at 1333 (quoting Nichols v. Rysavy, 610 F. Supp. 1245, 1254). See also Defendant's Brief DOC #110. Bedford 
and Pace plead the facts but continue to try to object to their own pleadings, in a sort of delirious paradox. 
33 See Defendant's brief on subject matter, entry# 82, bottom of page 10, 11-13. Bedford and Pace don't have 
standing in the subject matter and as such, the district court didn't have the jurisdiction to entertain their 
pleadings. 
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Mary Nowlin's claim was understood. However, the hearing turned into a meeting, 

and then violated Rule 201 (e) when the court asked for the 02-11-2020 hearing, 

and not Bedford and Pace as Rule 201 ( e) requires. 

The district court refused to render a decision and tried to implement the 

suspect "failure to prosecute" route against Mary Nowlin when it wasn't her 

obligation to prosecute under any rule or statute <Verified Motion to Alter re: 

order December 30, 2019 as entry 102; Objections of Mary Nowlin Entry #103, 2 

pages; Objections of Mary Nowlin Entry #95 (citing Certificate of Verification of a 

contract between Helen and Mary Nowlin issued by Danny Barnes, Notary Public 

dated on Sept 06, 2019)> Mary Nowlin, alternatively relied upon Klapprott v 

United States, 335 U.S. 601,613-614 (1949) included and under Motion 60 (b) 

<Entry 129, FN 8; Entry 229> which holds that if a party is partly to blame for 

delay then relief must be sought within one year (under§ (1)) and when party's 

neglect excusable for health related or other factors beyond control. 

After Mary Nowlin's first request for continuance was granted, and 

subsequent ones denied, and then barred from telephone appearance (for reasons 

not consistent with the court's record), Mary Nowlin's inability to travel as a 

remote witness was substantiated in the record with the usual and customary 

evidence such as - two independent doctor's notes barring her travel during the 

relevant period ( then the lock down due to the Covid soon thereafter made "travel" 
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moot) with proof of hospitalization that occurred during the first week of January, 

2020. Mary Nowlin provided to the District Court with the same sufficient 

evidence that under the American Disabilities Act warrants reasonable 

accommodation (See Entry 229, page 7; Objections, Entry #155). District Court 

barred her participation by phone for unclear reasoning. Mary Nowlin's first 

Motion for Appearance by Phone was subject to Default Judgement in her favor 

(notice to the clerk about the status of Default was accepted during December, 

2018) - see Motion, Entry #111, page 3 & 4 - Entry #113, page 5 &6 exhibits F & 

H; Objections, Entry #116, and addressed by Declaration of Mary Nowlin on 

February 10, 2020> "Meeting" scheduled by the district court for 02-11-20 abused 

its discretion34 by absorbing the (4) Motions for Mandatory judicial as the plain 

reading of Rule 201 (e) requires. Bedford and Pace having counsel objected to 

Mary Nowlin's use of Klapprott in the alternative. Pacewicz stated that Klapprott 

involved an old German immigrant. Mary Nowlin countered that Klapprott is still 

controlling case law and cited as recently as 2015 for the same reasons relied. 

<Defendant's response to #163/157, page 3, FN #5 and pg 4, FN #7> 

Documents Bedford and Pace incorporated as facts into their complaint are 

fettered out more as part of (four) Rule 201 Mandatory Judicial Notice Motions. 35 

34 Objections of Mary Nowlin, Entry #135, page 3, including FNs 4,5, and 6. 
35 It is not clear why the Court continued on with the false narrative a private contract needs an attorney 
<Certificate of Verification, infra page 16>. Besides Mary Nowlin, the only other party is Helen Nowlin, and she was 
expressly forbidden from participating despite her interests in the subject property established within the petition. 
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Exhibit B of complaint - the Affidavit of legal heirs affords a "rebuttable 

presumption" the facts stated are true <verified Motion to alter or 60 b specifically 

regarding Order February 12, 2020, at page 5> 36 Update to Letters Patent Exhibit 

A of complaint notice of which published three consecutive weeks in the local 

paper, etc). The only fact rebuttable by Bedford and Pace was the subject property 

at issue is not Indian property by providing proof the Secretary of Interior had 

consented in 1930. They admit in a response to the final Discovery and production 

request related to Motion #211 that the evidence requested DIDN'T EXIST. 

Otherwise frivolous arguments are barred by statute or prior adverse party 

admissions.37 Bedford and Pace objected to the use of the term "Indian property" 

without supporting why. 

A government protected and vested Indian property right cannot be 

extinguished except by Congress and Mary Nowlin proceeded under this auspice38 

<See Response, entry #210 in entirety; Third Motion for Mandatory Judicial Entry #113> It makes no sense how 
Helen Nowlin was denied her right to be prose, yet the private contract somehow has Helen's address (PO Box 
55). Mary Nowlin represents all her inheritance rights and the private contract should have had her address, as the 
only party who was named. 
36 For title purposes, a recital of heirship contained in a County Court proceeding for the approval of a deed is not 
considered a "proper determination of heirship" as typically used in title research and requires further research. 
"Under the heirship act of Congress, approved June 14, 1918 (40 Stat. at L. 606), the county courts have 
jurisdiction to determine the restricted heirs of an allottee or a deceased member" Homer v. Lester, 95 Okla. 284, 
(Okla. 1923)" 
37 In Oklahoma, probate decrees that involve distribution of real property serve as title instruments to convey the 
decedent's real property to the decedent's heirs or devisees. To provide record notice of the transfer of title, final 
decrees entered by a district judge are recorded with the County Clerk of each county in which the decedent 
owned real property interests. 
38 <Exceptions of Mary Nowlin to Judge White's order (entry 78) at entry 81, page 2: "[s}tate of Okla didn't have the 
authority to remove land restrictions during the 25 year trust period." "(s]tigler Act of 1947 states: no conveyance 
is valid acquired before or after the enactment of this Act at the time of an Indian heir of½ or more blood if at the 
time was acquired it was restricted." 
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<Response with Discussion of Mary Nowlin entry #215, page 2, pariff2; Motion 

under Rule 59 and 60, entry #229 page 4> In Bell Atlantic v Trombly, the Supreme 

Court agreed and held that parties must include enough facts in the complaint to 

create "plausible grounds" that a claim is true. More importantly, the statutory 

framework must make the relief sought plausible as a matter of law. The only way 

to extinguish Mary Nowlin's interest in Indian title is to pay real proceeds for rents 

due for trespass, and purchase these legal interests and adjust injury in fact. The 

district court doesn't have the authority to extinguish Mary Nowlin's protected 

rights. <Mary Nowlin's response to Motion #225, entry #226, page 2, pariffs #5 

and#6> 

Raymond Nowlin's interest in succession vested and is a protected right 

under federal statute and U.S. Constitution as well as are Mary Nowlin's rights to 

inherit and to protect her inheritance. <see Motion FRCP 12 (c) #159, page 1 - 2> 

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

Bedford and Pace originally filed their "quiet title" complaint in improper 

jurisdiction. It was removed to federal Eastern District of Okla in accordance with 

28 U.S.C. § 1441 (a) and §§1446 and 1447 (c), and based on federal question 

(regarding Indian property title) §1331 (filed June14, 2018). Filed along with the 

pleadings, and other required documentation was Mary Nowlin's Verified Motion 

Order Granting Dismissal (for lack of subject matter- at the state level, failure to 
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state a claim which relief can be granted and failure to join all necessary parties). 

*Note, no party subject to be added by Mary Nowlin in her (2) Mandatory Joinder 

were "indispensable" and not a barrier to retention of subject matter. If a person 

trespassed on the subject property then they are under court jurisdiction (in rem). 

It wasn't long after removal that material, factual misrepresentations39 in 

contradiction of the record occurred, and why Mary Nowlin relied on Rule 201. It 

is my understanding and stated in the record, these Motions for Mandatory Judicial 

Notices will be picked up on appeal as "un-done" business. 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENTS AND ISSUES 

In accordance with the Okla Enabling Act (forming the state), Okla 

Constitution ratified in 1907 disclaimed all right and title to all lands owned or 

held by any Indian (Okla Constitution Art 1 § 3) and as affirmed in Okla statute§ 

60-21 <Defendant's Reply to Plaintiffs' entry #219 pg las exhibit> Subject 

property at issue is found by legal description in allotment patent 24746 and 

elsewhere in the record <identified in Bedford/Pace initial Exhibits A, B, and C 

with complaint; Defendant's Motion for Mandatory Judicial Notice #109, page 5 & 

6> Indian title in the subject property stems from the issuance and vesting of 

individual allotment to Susan Brown <Motion for Mandatory, Entry #109, Ex K> 

A challenge to standing like Mary Nowlin does presents a "threshold jurisdictional 

39 <Declaration of Helen Nowlin Notice to Court (order content June 27, 2019); Objections with Discussion entry 
#116; 
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question of whether a court may consider the merits of a dispute." S. Utah 

Wilderness All. v. Palma, 707 F.3d 1143, 1152 (10th Cir. 2013). Ifwe conclude a 

party lacks standing to appeal from a district court's order, we lack jurisdiction 

over the appeal and must dismiss it. See Hollingsworth v. Perry, 133 S. Ct. 2652, 

2668 (2013). This seems to suggest why the district court forced Mary Nowlin to 

appeal. Bedford and Pace lack standing in the subject Indian property, and lack 

appeal rights also. There in the record are motions for summary Judgement, default 

judgement (7 motions were eligible in favor of Mary Nowlin but struck by 

Magistrate West based on factual misrepresentations) and for a decision based on 

Rule 12 (c). 

Utilizing the same legal analysis used by the U.S. Supreme Court in McGirt, 

there is no act of Congress to diminish the rights afforded under the issuance of an 

allotment patent or protection of those property rights that exists from original 

allottee, Susan Brown to Mary Nowlin, affirmed heir in succession.40 Violations of 

federal law are not enforceable. The McGirt decision held that the original lands 

set aside for the Creek Muskogee were still legally Creek Muskogee lands 

regardless as to who claimed to live on the Indian land today. "Allotments were 

inalienable." In other words, the 25 year trust period established "restricted fees" 

and the restrictions could not be removed without knowledge and consent of 

• 0 A McClain County, Okla just agrees that state law doesn't apply and found that Congress established a 
reservation for the Chickasaw people and Nation. <See Motion under FRCP 59 e and 60, entry 229, page3> 
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sovereign and is edified in statute. "But as McGirt explains, "to equate allotment 

with disestablishment would confuse the first step of a march with arrival at its 

destination." <McGirt 591 U.S. 10 (2020) It means the allotment can co-exist 

within the lands set aside for the Chickasaw. It is based on facts then the 

Chickasaw reservation and Allotment #24 7 46 are not extinguished. 41 It is a fact 

driven analysis and in the present case, non-Indians didn't acquire title because the 

legal title wasn't divested from the federal sovereign, and no consent was given by 

the Indian beneficiary. Therefore, Bedford and Pace lack all legal standing in the 

subject property at issue. 

The non-extinguished Indian interest and title, therefore is protected under 

federal statute and didn't merge either into alleged deeds, and can't be quiet titled. 

It is a common tenet that the government is not bound by what it did not consent. 

Plaintiffs never attempted to assert the subject property at issue was properly 

conveyed to non-Indians <Objections with discussions, entry #214, page 3 & 4; 

Defendant's Motion to Suppress entry #208, page 2 & 3> 

The Appellate Court reviews standing de novo, and as an unaddressed issue 

by the district court is free to affirm what the record supports. The district court 

worked hard to make it seem that Mary Nowlin was wrong to "cite numerous state 

and federal statutes, procedural rules and constitutional provisions, as well as 

• 1 "Congress does not disestablish a reservation simply by allowing the transfer of individual plots, whether to 
Native Americans or others, page 10 in McGirt. 
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common law theories .... " <10-20-2020 order page 2> The alleged convolution of 

the record is mostly attributable to the district court's refusal to apply the federal 

statutes to the facts, and somehow shifting a "duty to prosecute" to Mary Nowlin in 

violation of statute 25 U.S.C §194. <Motion under FRCP 59 (e) and 60 entry 229, 

page 2 and top of 3; Defendant's Motion to Suppress entry 208, page 5> 

In Murphy v Sirmon, the district court understood what the presented facts meant. 

The district court wrote in Sirmon: 

"The facts in each of the cases cited however, are clearly distinguishable from the 
facts in this case in that the surface estates had not been transferred to non
Indians." 
<See Mary Nowlin's Motion under FRCP 59 and 60 with objections and 
discussion, entry #229 page 2, and denied in minute order #230> 

There is NO evidence or act of Congress in the record to support the district 

court's conclusion there can be "standing"42 in non-Indians. Neither is there 

evidence the Secretary of Interior consented in 1930 for transfer of the Nowlin 

Indian estate to non-Indians. District Court acted beyond its authority. Right to 

common law accounting - "Indians right to sue" was affirmed in Poajpybitty et al 

v Skelly Oil Co. 390 U.S. 365 (1968). <Helen Nowlin's Declaration Entry #138> 

Mary Nowlin is the related heir to the allottee and yet the district court pushed me 

• 2 If non-Indians actually had standing which means the Secretary of Interior consented to the transfer in 1930 and 
the value of a sale had benefited Raymond Nowlin (no evidence in the record either of these are true) then the 
federal court would not have had subject matter and the laws of the state of Okla could apply. 
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under some auspice of unknown origin that I am at fault, BUT I DIDN'T FILE the 

complaint. 

ARGUMENT 

1. Mary Nowlin as affirmed heir did inherit the same guarantees to legal and 

beneficial title that the terms of the federal trust43 provided her Chickasaw 

Grandmother, Susan Brown at the time the federal government granted the original 

allotment patent, in accordance with federal statutes.44 43 CFR 2561.3 states clearly 

the purpose of the allotment was for the allottee' s benefit or his /her heirs 

<discussed in Mary Nowlin's twice filed 'Joint Status Reports' once under 

Magistrate West and once under Judge White> It was inalienable and inheritable as 

to the allottee's heirs. There is no act of Congress that diminished or disestablished 

rights to the allotment and to inherit the allotment. Non-Indians certainly expect 

their children and grandchildren can inherit. Why should it be any different for 

tribal people? 

2. Standing is reviewed de novo on appeal. Because standing wasn't 

addressed by the district court on the merits, the federal statutes and treaties ( e.g. 

25 U.S.C. §§348, §9 of Act of May 27, 190845 and 43 CFR 2561.3) the Appellate 

Court can affirm and enforce now as sources and standards of Congressional 

43 <Defendant's Memorandum to the Court summary of claim, entry 110, page 2, FN #2> 
44 "Nor may a court favor contemporaneous or later practices instead of the laws Congress passed." McGirt, page 
18. 
45 Reiterated in Defendant's Reply Entry 172, FN 3 
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restrictions on the alienability and protection of inheritance for and to establish 

who has standing regarding the subject Indian property. Non-Indians are not in 

privy and have no rights to the specific land and restricted 40 acre homestead set 

aside for Susan Brown (Chickasaw #2828) and her heir. Bedford and Pace argue as 

if they have Mary Nowlin' s legal interests. Dismissal is proper then where like in 

this situation the complaint lacks facts in support of a claim ( to quiet title) or right 

to relief sought is not plausible based on the statutes. Equitable relief sought by 

Nowlin, the Indian title holder should finally be granted. (Bell At!. Corp. v. 

Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)). "The issue in reviewing the sufficiency of a 

complaint is not whether the plaintiff will prevail, but whether the plaintiff is 

entitled to offer evidence to support their claim." Id. Bedford and Pace had ample 

time to prove their claim, and DIDN'T; they didn't discuss why they thought they 

had standing whilst avoid the federal framework governing the title of subject 

property at issue.46 As to the second part, Section 9 of May 27, 1908 and 25 U.S.C. 

§ 348 can be affirmed on appeal as it was mentioned repeatedly in the record 

without objection, affirmed in part in prior adverse party admission, and now can 

be enforced. 

3. Appellate court should affirm as a matter of law under issues # 1 and 2, 

finding further that district court manifestly through its two orders March 10, 2020 

46 Ruiz v. McDonnell, 299 F.3d 1173, 1181 (10th Cir. 2002) proposition that "court may not consider matters 
outside the pleadings in a motion to dismiss (or not to dismiss)" 
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and October 20, 2020 (related and cross referenced both in Entry 229), and final 

judgement on October 29, 2020 were rendered without judicial authority because 

those decisions assume non-Indians have standing when it is not supported as a 

matter of law; lack standing in the subject property (lack title; and when afforded 

. at least twice the opportunity to prove Secretary consented)47 and as to finality, or 

lack thereof, district court failed to bring all necessary parties into the action / 

counter claim under (2) motions for Mandatory Joinder / to add the Title 

Company48 who made a surprise appearance on 02-11-20, without going to the 

merits ( e.g. or explaining how district court in its 10-20-20 order gave standing to 

non-Indians and under what federal statutory authority based). 49 With no evidence 

of standing, there was no ground for "discovery" to continue, or for harassment of 

Mary Nowlin to continue.50 Loss of rents, income from the property for trespass 

have continued to accrue since Bedford and Pace first received NOTICE 

<Defendant's Reply attached to Motion #211, page 3; Entry 229, page 5> As to the 

second part, it is abuse of discretion for the district court to "decree" diminishment 

or disestablishment of its character51 and nature of the subject property at issue 

47 Entry #168, page 5: Bedford and Pace through lawyer Pacewicz state (paraphrasing), 'plaintiffs' don't have to 
prove title before they quiet title.' 
48 Mary Nowlin is not limited to any disclosed policy amount, since by their responses to discovery, Bedford and 
Pace can't produce the obvious evidence, for non-Indians to prove standing and neither is it likely the First 
American Title Company can either. Title insurance is to insure passage of good title and since it didn't assure that, 
it bears responsibility for the trespass. 
49 March 20, 2019 act of Magistrate West should be reversed on appeal. Those seven documents struck were 
eligible for default judgement and notice was sent to the Clerk of Court during December, 2018 stating under the 
rule, default judgement was ripe. 
so Albeit that was the role of the district court to mitigate. 
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which is Chickasaw "in-reservation"52 and as allotted property still in restricted fee 

status while the district court is not acting on Congressional authority. 

4. It is abuse of discretion for the district court in its 10-20-20 order to 

dismiss Mary Nowlin's counterclaims with prejudice without specifically 

discussing how the federal statutory framework herein affects her federally 

protected property rights during its brief mention of Ehrenhaus factors on page 4 in 

Entry 228. Discovery at this point was being used as a weapon or punishment 

against Mary Nowlin for bringing her legally cognizable claim forward. Five 

factors must be discussed and in the proper context. 53 Federal court is the only 

court in which Mary Nowlin can file, to seek redress and remedy. The 

counterclaim is stand alone, after dismissal of Bedford and Pace quiet title claim 

(the $400 removal fee paid). District Court can't relinquish the specific Indian 

property ( once subject matter is established) to parties who have not proven any 

title in juxtaposition to the affirmed heir in succession on record <Motion for 60 b 

relief, entry 229, page 1> Mary Nowlin's right to inherit recognized Indian title, 

retained from allottee at the time of her death to the subject property is recognized 

by statute and treaty. Heirship is a common law right, and like all common law 

51 "Actions taken outside the judge's judicial capacity and actions taken in complete absence of all jurisdiction," 
Stein, 520 F.3d 1183, 1195 (10th Cir 2008) quoting Mireles v Waco (502 U.S. 9, 9-10 (1992) cited in Response with 
Discussion of Mary Nowlin entry #215, FN #2, page 3. And "courts have no proper role in the adjustment of 
reservation borders." McGirt at 2462. Neither can a court adjust the status of allotment. 
52 Motion for Relief 60 b to District Court order #228, Entry #229, page 3 ... " A McClain County Okla District Judge 
agrees that state law doesn't apply" over in reservation of Chickasaw Nation. 
53 Gripe v. City of Enid, Okla., 312 F.3d 1184, 1188 (10th Cir. 2002). 
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rights must be relied and enforced, and that is precisely what Mary Nowlin knew to 

do. 

5. It is abuse of discretion to deny the (4) Mandatory Notices under Rule 201 

(c)(2) without doing the analysis54 as required under the rule and reverse material 

prejudices against Mary Nowlin.< Motion order to correct the record filed on 2-

10-2020>. It is an exercise to assist the court to see discrepancies or 

inconsistencies; it is a violation of Rule 201 ( e) when the court unilaterally sets a 

hearing e.g. 02-11, 2020, not plaintiffs (then not allow for reasonable 

accommodations) <See Mary Nowlin's objections and exceptions Entry #144 and 

#155> The lack of standing of non-Indians/ non-heirs to the Allottee and subject 

property at issue, rendering the District Court actions in favor of Bedford and Pace 

void and moot on appeal. Therefore, it was also an abuse of discretion to deny in 

Order #128 the Motions for Mandatory Judicial Notices (emphasis on Mandatory) 

since Rule 201 (b) (2) was conformed to and as required by Rule 201 (c)(2) 

without doing the analysis and are still pending. It was abuse of discretion by the 

district court to threaten to dismiss Mary Nowlin' s counterclaims and affirmative 

defenses (in Entry #128) and DENY without going to the merits. 

CONCLUSION 

54 Order# 128 denied plethora of otherwise valid Motions over the "meeting" the district court set up without 
reasonable accommodation; without doing the Rule 201 analysis (more material prejudice) and ample objections 
regarding the same matters throughout the month of February, 2020 in response by Mary Nowlin. 
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restricted fee issued to Mary Nowlin's ancestor. The district court failed. There is 

no bona fide argument that non-Indians can quiet title non-extinguished Chickasaw 

allotment, and land exclusively set aside for the use and benefit for original 

enrollee, Susan Brown and her affirmed heir, Mary Nowlin. 

Absent evidence in the record and no evidence exists that Congress intended 

otherwise, the court must find that Mary Nowlin is a successor in interest (as found 

in a judicial determination of heirship; § 1 of Act Jun 14, 1918 / Stigler Act of Aug 

4, 1947). A common law accounting is due. The sum certain amount is $1.6 million 

plus accrued amount caused by the undue delay at the district court level should be 

added. No money amount has been established yet for illegal mineral extraction 

and loss of royalties for the principle years between 1939 - 1959 that may be owed 

to Mary Nowlin by persons covered under Rule 19 motions (twice) and under 

separate cover, the First American Title Company. 

: Mary Nowlin pro se appellant 

c/o 630 Throne Dr. Apt #154Eugene, OR 97402 
Phone number: 520-207-4525 

Dated on: December 21,2020 
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